Improvement plan for Auburn Primary School
2019 to 2021

School name

Auburn Primary School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

In line with our motto, 'Global learning in a family
setting', our vision is to develop lifelong learners and
active and informed citizens, through the provision of a
happy and caring environment in which to learn; and
where individual differences are recognised and
valued.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals

Targets
In 2019, 90% students achieve PAT-R growth points; 100% Years 3, 5 and 7
students above NMS in NAPLAN (reading), with 75% attaining High Bands; 80%
Years 1 and 2 achieving SEA in Running Records.
In 2020, 100% students achieve PAT-R growth points; 100% Years 3, 5 and 7 students above
NMS in NAPLAN (reading), with 80% attaining High Bands; 90% Years 1 and 2 achieving
SEA in Running Records, with 70% attaining upper band achievement (with comprehension).
In 2021, 100% students achieve PAT-R growth points; 100% Years 3, 5 and 7 students above
NMS in NAPLAN (reading), with 85% attaining High Bands; 95% Years 1 and 2 above SEA in
Running Records, with 80% attaining upper band achievement (with comprehension).

Challenge of practice
If we commit to a whole-school consistent approach to
the explicit teaching of reading comprehension strategies
with a focus on self-monitoring, and vocabulary through
oral language development, then we will increase the
number of students able to accurately interpret explicit
and implied information to achieve SEA and reach and
maintain achievement in the HB for reading.
If we further develop our use of rigorous assessment,
moderation and feedback practices, to enhance student
understanding of quality text structures and language
devices; and to guide student and professional evaluation
and planning of 'next steps'; then we will increase the
number of students who achieve SEA and reach and
maintain achievement in the HB for writing.
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Improvement plan for Auburn Primary School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Targets
Increase student achievement - at or
above SEA and attaining High Bands in reading across the year levels (R-7)

2019

In 2019, 90% students achieve PAT-R growth points; 100% Years 3, 5 and 7 students above NMS in
NAPLAN (reading), with 75% attaining High Bands; 80% Years 1 and 2 achieving SEA in Running Records.

2020

In 2020, 100% students achieve PAT-R growth points; 100% Years 3, 5 and 7 students above NMS in
NAPLAN (reading), with 80% attaining High Bands; 90% Years 1 and 2 achieving SEA in Running Records,
with 70% attaining upper band achievement (with comprehension).

2021

In 2021, 100% students achieve PAT-R growth points; 100% Years 3, 5 and 7 students above NMS in
NAPLAN (reading), with 85% attaining High Bands; 95% Years 1 and 2 above SEA in Running Records,
with 80% attaining upper band achievement (with comprehension).

2019
2020
2021

Goal 3

In 2021, 100% of Years 3 and 5 students above NMS in NAPLAN (writing),
with 75% attaining High Band achievement; 90% students at or above
Brightpath year level targets, with 70% in Higher Bands.

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we commit to a whole-school consistent approach to the explicit teaching of reading comprehension strategies with a focus on
self-monitoring, and vocabulary through oral language development, then we will increase the number of students able to
accurately interpret explicit and implied information to achieve SEA and reach and maintain achievement in the HB for reading.

Goal 2

If we further develop our use of rigorous assessment, moderation and feedback practices, to enhance student understanding of
quality text structures and language devices; and to guide student and professional evaluation and planning of 'next steps'; then
we will increase the number of students who achieve SEA and reach and maintain achievement in the HB for writing.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

If we commit to a whole-school consistent approach to the explicit teaching of reading comprehension
strategies with a focus on self-monitoring, and vocabulary through oral language development, then we
will increase the number of students able to accurately interpret explicit and implied information to
achieve SEA and reach and maintain achievement in the HB for reading.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Design learning programs that
incorporate explicit teaching of reading
comprehension strategies across the
curriculum, according to new scope
and sequence and using the gradual
release of responsibility model.

2019 ongoing

Complete an audit of current
practice in relation to The Big 6 of
reading to identify improvement
areas for explicit teaching of
vocabulary and oral language.

Teachers to complete self-assessment and identify The Big 6 audit (Orbis)
Term 4,
area for Learning Sprint focus (PDP) in 2020.
Week 7,
APS Literacy Agreement
Principal
and teaching staff to collaboratively
2019 (PFD)
Literacy in the Primary Years: guidebooks
review Literacy Agreement related to 2020 focus of
overview and Guidebooks

Conduct classroom observations
with a focus on the balance of
teacher/student talk, and different
types of 'talk' within lessons and
across the curriculum.

Term 1,
2020

Teachers and Principal to embed 2019 SIP
APS Literacy Agreement
actions for reading comprehension strategies
across the curriculum.

Big 6 - oral language and vocabulary; in response
to audit.

Principal to provide release, as appropriate.
Teachers to participate in classroom
observations and engage in professional
reflective conversations about classroom
talk.

Primary School Literacy Guidebook: Stretch,
p7
Sheena Cameron's Oral Language book
Observation tool (developed from DfE tool)
Agile Leadership tools
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student achievement - at or above SEA and attaining High Bands - in reading across the year
levels (R-7)
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Participate in Sheena Cameron's
professional learning program embedding oral language across
the curriculum.

Term 1,
2020

Principal and teaching staff to attend; reflect Resources provided
on audit of professional practice and Literacy APS Literacy Agreement - oral language
Agreement in relation to oral language
resources
opportunities.

Collate strategies for developing student
agency in learning through oral language
- both for developing deep understanding
and acquisition of vocabulary - to create
whole-school resource and inform
Literacy Agreement.

2020,
ongoing

Principal to provide staff meeting session/s, as appropriate.
Teachers to collaboratively develop resource to build
understanding and support implementation of effective
pedagogies for oral language development; develop scope
and sequence for types of talk (exploratory, presentation,
conversational - monologic and dialogic).

Literacy Guidebooks: Oral language 'talk'
routines, comparison chart (eg IRE initiation,
response, evaluation, to student learning talk)
Sheena Cameron's Oral Language book: Chpt. 5
APS Literacy Agreement

Teachers collaboratively plan reading
programs according to whole-school
Agreement.

AC 'on a page' curriculum
TfEL Framework
Learning Design resources, including task transformations
Sheena Cameron's Oral Language book: Photocopy master 23
Literacy Guidebooks

Plan reading programs that embed Semester
comprehension, dialogic strategies 2, 2020
and explicit language work.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$2000

Students improve their understanding of a broader variety of learning area vocabulary and more accurately interpret explicit information.
Students begin to integrate their use of comprehension strategies, identifying and talking about their strategy use.
Students begin to engage in a variety of learning talk and show high levels of engagement in lessons, while developing an enhanced
repertoire of vocabulary and skills for interaction.
In reflective conversations and/or feedback routines, students identify difference in balance of teacher/student talk (increased student
responsibility) and refer to talk strategies using appropriate metatalk.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2
Challenge of practice

Actions

If we further develop our use of rigorous assessment, moderation and feedback practices, to enhance
student understanding of quality text structures and language devices; and to guide student and
professional evaluation and planning of 'next steps'; then we will increase the number of students who
achieve SEA and reach and maintain achievement in the HB for writing.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
Primary School Literacy Guidebook - Maintain
momentum, audit tool (p 21) and results.
ACARA literacy progression
Literacy resources: Sheena Cameron, Literacy
Teaching Toolkit (Vic), Orbis resources, etc.
Agile Leadership tools and/or DfE PDP template

Review 2019 audit of knowledge of Term 1,
key genres of primary schooling and 2020
relevant language and grammatical
demands to identify areas for
individual professional learning.

Principal to schedule staff meeting session
for review; provide collated audit results and
relevant resources.
Teachers to address own professional
learning needs, with support from Principal.

Revise Literacy Agreement in relation to
writing to develop a scope and sequence
of forms of each text type and undertake
site professional learning to support
consistent, school-wide implementation
using the teaching and learning cycle.

APS Literacy Agreement
Australian Curriculum: English
Teachers to share year overviews and develop scope Year overviews (scope of text types and forms across the
curriculum)
and sequence for inclusion in Literacy Agreement.
Literacy resources: Literacy Teaching Toolkit (Vic), Orbis
Principal to co-design site professional learning with
resources, 7 steps to writing, Sheena Cameron etc.
SLLIP.
SLLIP

Semester 1, Principal to schedule staff meeting session in Term 1
or 2 for revision.
2020

Participate in Brightpath professional 2020 learning program for Phase 3
ongoing
schools, including the implementation
of Information Report Writing
assessment and moderation 'ruler'.

Principal to arrange site support from Brightpath
team prior to 1st assessment upload.
Teachers to assess and moderate writing samples
as per Brightpath schedule.
Teachers to attend and participate in professional
learning program; share learnings at staff meetings.

Brightpath team and resources
Student writing samples
Site Brightpath moderation data
SLLIP, as required.
TRT/release, as required.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase student achievement - at or above SEA and attaining High Bands - in writing across the year
levels (R-7)
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Expand use of Brightpath tools to Semester 2,
conduct assessment and
2020 moderation of students' Information ongoing
Report writing.

Teachers to complete required assessment and
moderation of samples using Brightpath tools.
Principal to provide time during staff meetings
for assessment support and upload of student
samples (and/or SSO support, as appropriate).

Brightpath 2020 assessment schedule, ruler
and teaching points
Brightpath team, as required
SSO/release, as required

Analyse students' writing data to
2020 identify site/cohort/individual trends and ongoing
'next steps', and use these to inform
teaching points in writing intervention
groups (ie plan for explicit
differentiation).

Teachers to complete assessment, collate student data
and identify cohort trends and 'next steps' for collaborative
analysis.
Principal to schedule staff meeting for sharing and
analysis of Brightpath and other writing data.
Teachers to attend Brightpath assessment and data
analysis workshop, as scheduled.

Brightpath data and resources (team and site developed)
APS Intervention overview and plans
TfEL framework and other Learning Design resources, as
required
Literacy resources: Orbis, NAPLAN writing rubric,
Literacy progressions
TRT/release, as required

Conduct collaborative moderation of
Term 3,
writing samples with Partnership
2020
teachers to critically evaluate
professional judgement of quality of
writing and identify areas for improved
learning and/or assessment task design.

Principal to co-design moderation professional
learning with SLLIP; SLLIP to facilitate (including
provision of necessary materials to teachers).
Teachers to contribute samples and participate in
moderation process; share learnings at staff
meetings to inform potential 2021 'next steps'.

Writing samples
DfE and other moderation resources
SLLIP
Partnership schools

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$3000

Students improve their knowledge of the features of text types and are able to identify them in their own and others'
writing; and independently use them in extended writing samples successfully.
Students develop skills in self-assessment and evaluation of their own writing to set goals for improvement; and can
articulate how they can improve their own writing in learning conversations/conferences.
Student's writing achievement against the Brightpath writing scales improves from initial samples across the genres.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Briony Ackland
09/02/2020
Approved by governing council chairperson

Lisa Zeirsch

Approved by education director

Neil White
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